1. A family of 5 monkeys eats 2 bananas per day each. How many bananas do they eat in 4 days?

2. Each zookeeper is able to carry 4 tropical birds at once. During one show, 9 zookeepers presented birds. How many birds were shown all together?

3. A polar bear climbs on a rock every morning to eat a breakfast of 29 fish. The polar bear eats fish for breakfast all 7 days of the week. How many fish in total will the polar bear eat during the week?

4. Every time Timmy goes to the zoo he feeds the elephant 3 sacks of peanuts. Each sack contains 99 peanuts. Timmy has been to the zoo 3 times. How many total peanuts has Timmy fed the elephants?

5. A giraffe plucks 67 leaves off each branch of a tree during lunch. Today for lunch the giraffe ate from 6 branches. How many leaves did the giraffe eat?